


15+ new vendors, emerging artists program and extended shopping hours





ARTIST HIGHLIGHTS
Danforth East Arts Fair 2019

CG MONSTERS

HAROLD & OLLIE

POTTSIECO

CGMonsters is a unique design line of Stuffed
Monsters and Baby Shoes, all handmade, sewn
with an eye for detail, colour and patterned
fabric. Each monster’s personality comes from
the patterned fabric chosen, the eye colour and
hand-sewn smiles or teeth. 

Harold & Ollie designs mixes
handmade chainmail technique with
colours and textures for one-of-a-kind
layered creations.  People's Choice
Award Winner 2018 . 

Custom, bespoke handmade kimonos
made from expertly sourced silk, rayon
and vintage fabrics. Made with love in
East York. 



KARIN MCLEAN

EMERGING ARTIST

SUYIN WAI

Inspired by her walks around the East
Danforth neighbourhood, McLean
captures our urban landscape with oil
and acrylic on canvas. Her works find
beauty in old buildings that have seen
the passage of time and are rapidly
disappearing.

Alice Gong is a #DECAF19 emerging
artist. Alice is a self-taught Hamilton
resident, focusing on technique and fine
details in her miniature nature and
landscape pieces. 

Suyin Wai is an abstract artist, born in
Montreal, and trained in Graphic
Design at George Brown. Her vivid
creations apply the unique technique of
oil pastels and India ink on chalk paint
mounted on paper or wood. 



MARIA DRAZILOV

FLORA LEA

CURIOUS BIRD

Maria Drazilov is a multi-disciplined
artist whose work often centres around
photography.  She likes to digitally
alter her images, pushing the
boundaries of photography into a
hybrid realm, which incorporates the
elements of painting and drawing with
pixels. 

Flora Lea Jewellery offers handcrafted
delicate minimalist jewellery with a
bohemian feel, inspired by nature through
texture and form. Hand cut and formed from
wire and sheet metals in silver, copper, brass
and 14k gold incorporated with natural
gemstones and found beach glass. 

Handmade pottery meant to be used
every day. Curious Bird designs use
clean lines and strong forms combined
with intricate surface texture or glazes
with interesting depth to produce
impactful creations. 



CULTURE SNAP

Culture Snap, a Danforth East and
Toronto favourite, captures layered
street scenes, and peak moments of life
and beauty from around the world,
creating photos that stir hearts and
minds. 

A full list of exhibitors can be found at: 
https://deca.to/danforth-east-arts-fair/for-

visitors/exhibitor-list/ 




